Security is the number one priority when it comes to cloud environments. Misconfigurations, quick fixes and patches can become dangerous over time and make your setup vulnerable. Identifying weak points and taking action is key to a healthy and well-running cloud system in the long run.

The cloud landscape is constantly evolving, regulations change, and it becomes evermore difficult to keep pace along with daily operations.

An AWS Security Assessment is a consultancy offering which spans over several days and is designed to detect and assess potential security risks scoped to one environment, workload, or set of related workloads. A complete assessment will allow us to give specific recommendations depending on the application architecture and AWS services in use and offer you the chance to get a professional and independent view on the security of your setup by a certified AWS Security expert.

Phased AWS Security Assessment
The AWS Security Assessment is structured into three phases. It is designed to be applicable to customer’s needs and to provide a 360-degree assessment of the setup.

The phases includes:
- Gathering and Planning
- Security Assessment Execution
- Executive Presentation with Detailed Report

A detailed report will be generated as per the findings from the customer interview as well as the findings from the AWS landscape. The report along with the executive summary will be shared with the key stakeholders. It will contain the key findings with severity, prioritized recommendations, and the effort estimation for remediating the findings. This will allow our customers to take the right decision based on the results.
Why pick us for your AWS Security Assessment?

- As an AWS Premier Consulting and Security Competency Partner, we are a validated provider for AWS Security Assessments by AWS Professional Services
- T-Systems has more than 750 certified AWS professionals and holds extensive experience in security
- T-Systems has been approved to deliver ProServe Security offerings. This exceptional recognition places T-Systems as one of the very few AWS partners eligible to advise and sell products with a high security scope

AWS Security Assessment Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When to use?</th>
<th>In order to have an independent AWS Security Assessment provided by AWS Security Experts based on security best practices and focus areas of the Cloud Adoption Framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| What is included? | • Consultation with our AWS security expert  
• Focus Areas based on Cloud Adoption Framework  
• *Three phased workshop execution approach:  
  ▪ Gathering and Planning  
  ▪ Security Assessment Execution  
  ▪ Executive Presentation with Detailed Report  
• Specific recommendations based on architecture and AWS services in use |
| How much does it cost? | Price on Request – Customized pricing based on requirement |

*duration of the workshop would depend on the findings during the gathering and planning phase

Information & Conditions

- The AWS Security Assessment is scoped to one environment, workload, or set of related workloads
- This offer is only valid for business customers of T-Systems International GmbH
- All prices are exclusive of VAT and any travel expenses and will be charged as applicable
- This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute a binding offer. If you are interested, we will be happy to send you the relevant contract documents. These also list the exact contents of the service and the specific conditions

Contact
T-Systems International GmbH  
Hahnstraße 43d  
60528 Frankfurt am Main, Germany  
Tel: 00800 33 090300  
E-Mail: info@t-systems.com  
Internet: www.t-systems.com
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